Invocation and Grids Given in Jan. 18, 2009 Group Channeling
With Nasrin Safai
8 Layer Grid of Protection
Visualize yourself standing in the center with the Archangels of the Four Directions standing around you.
Archangel Uriel in the North beaming Bright Yellow Light to you, Archangel Raphael in the East
beaming Pink Light, Archangel Michael in the South beaming Aquamarine Blue Light and Archangel
Gabriel in the west beaming Emerald Green Light.
In a circle around this formation, standing shoulder to shoulder, are the Legions of Uriel beaming to you
Golden Yellow Light. Standing around this circle are the Legions of Raphael beaming Golden Pink Light
to you. Standing around them are the Legions of Michael holding their swords of Power and Mercy
above their heads, beaming Aquamarine Platinum Light to you. Around these Legions stand the Legions
of Gabriel beaming Copper Gold Light to you.
Standing shoulder to shoulder in another circle around this grid are the Legions of Yahoweh-El beaming
Platinum Light to you. Around them the Legions of the Angelic Forces of Pure White Light stand with
their scepters of power over their heads and beaming Pure White Light to you. Around them stand the
Legions of the Celestial Guardian Angels holding their scepters of Power over their heads and calling the
Lords of Light and the Maha Lord of Light on your behalf. Around these Legions stand the Celestial
Guardians of the Seed of Life, holding their scepters of Power over their heads and calling for the
anchoring of the Seed of Life on your behalf.
We now call forth the Great Silent Watcher to send from her heart the Turquoise Blue Sphere to surround
this entire grid to hold us all in her protection.
We call forth Lady Quan Yin to come and stand in the position of North with the Legions of the Violet
Ray standing shoulder to shoulder with Quan Yin forming a circle around the Sphere of the Great Silent
Watcher which surrounds us. We call St. Germain to come forth and stand in the direction of South and
with the Legions of the Violet Flame standing shoulder to shoulder with him to form another circle
around the Legions of the Violet Ray and the rest of the Grid.
Take a deep breath…

visualize yourself standing in front of Master Jesus.

Meditation Grid to Anchor the Seven Lords of Light and the Maha Lord of Light with
Master Jesus
Visualize yourself standing in front of Master Jesus, Jeshua Benn Joseph. Visualize a
beam of Bright Orange Light emanating from his solar plexus to your solar plexus. Focus your
energy on your Solar Plexus. Visualize a small Ball of Bright Orange Light beginning to form
around your belly button. Pause and make this vision fully formed. Through your visualization,
you will be able to will this Ball of Light to form inside your Solar Plexus and to expand
outward. It begins to expand to a golf ball size, then the size of an orange. Take a deep breath.
Now visualize that the Ball of Light expands to reach the size of a grapefruit and continue
to expand until it reaches the size of a basketball. Breathe into this Ball of Light and focus on it
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expanding until it is fully established around your waist. Visualize that it expands to become the
size of a pumpkin.
If you have difficulty with visualization or with expression of this Ball, say,
“I call upon Jeshua to form the Orange Ball of Light around my waist and to expand it to the
appropriate size on my behalf. I offer the healing benefits, the strength and power which results
from this exercise in service to the Light, for the return of the Lords of Light as Guardians of
Earth and for their Light to shine upon humankind and the planet.” Take a deep breath.
Now visualize that the Orange Ball expands to become the size of a pumpkin. Visualize
that the same Bright Orange Ball is now super imposed upon the entire body of planet Earth and
it extends even further to cover Earth’s atmosphere, or Earth’s auric field. Breath into the
pumpkin sized Orange Ball of Light while you focus on visualizing the same Ball of Light fully
formed around the entire body of Mother Earth and say,
“In the name of the I Am That I Am, in the name of YHWH (Yahweh), in the name of God-Source,
in the name of the Undifferentiated Source and in the name of Paramatman,, I call forth the
Lords of Light to take over the guardianship of Earth and all humankind. I call forth the Seven
Mighty Elohim of Light. I call forth the Archangelic Forces of Light. I call forth the presence of
Divine Mother, the Feminine Principle, the Creative Force for this Universe in the form of the
Goddesses of Light: Goddess Athena, Goddess Quan Yin, Goddess Hecate, Goddess of Victory,
Goddess of Liberty, Mother Mary, Lady Nada, Mary Magdalene, Isis, Pele, Saraswati, Lakshmi,
Durga, Kali together with the perfected presence of the I Am That I Am. I now set in motion the
following decree:
•
•
•

Annihilation of evil and all acts of evil;
Release of all darkness from the bodies of Earth and all souls;
Return of the Lords of Light to take guardianship of the planet and all souls.”
Visualize the pumpkin sized Ball of Light around your belly extending to become a
large cocoon around your entire body. Visualize the cocoon of Light around the Earth
to become a brightly illumined sphere of Bright Orange Light.
Take a deep breath, and say again, “I demand and I decree,

•
•
•

Annihilation of evil and all acts of evil;
Release of all darkness from the bodies of Earth and all souls;
Return of the Lords of Light to take guardianship of the planet and all souls.”
Take a deep breath and pause for a moment.

Focus on visualizing the Bright Ball of Light fully encompassing the globe and
cocooning the entire planet. Now visualize Master Jesus and yourself standing on top of the
globe. Visualize a Pillar of White Light extending from the heavens above down to you. This
Pillar of Light is directly connected to the abode of the Maha Lord and the Seven Lords of Light
and turns everything to Brilliant White Light. It brings in the Higher Light to anchor and
establish the Guardianship of the Lords of Light back on the planet. It forms all around you like a
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Cylinder of Bright Light. It will extend through Earth and out at the other end. Pause and take a
deep breath.
Now visualize the Cylinder of Light expand to hold the entire planet inside. The energies
of the Maha Lord and the Lords of Light are moving through the Cylinder into your body and the
body of Mother Earth. The Guardianship of the Lords of Light is reestablished through you on
Earth. Take a deep breath and say, “I demand and I decree,
•
•
•

Annihilation of evil and all acts of evil;
Release of all darkness from the bodies of Earth and all souls;
Return of the Lords of Light to take guardianship of the planet and all souls.”

Hold your focus on these intentions and continue to see Earth fully illuminated with the
Seven Lights and the Maha Light. Bright White Light is emanating everywhere. Hold your focus
on seeing this Light at all times.
Take a deep breath.
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